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Introduction
In the previous paper [8] a method^^ to calculate the mod p  cohomology of 
the m-fold symmetric product ^m( K)  of a finite simplicial complex K  was 
explained, and the method was practiced to calculate the cohomology group 
;Zp)  in ‘stable’ range. In the present paper it will be shown that 
the use of the method is also successful practically in the determination of the 
‘entire’ cohomology /f*(©m(S'') ; Zp),
Throughout this paper, a prime p and a positive integer n are fixed. We 
assume always that ;^>1 if p=2,
§1. Statement of the result
We denote by Q<ip, u) the set of all sequences
( I ^ O )
satisfying the following conditions:
(1) Each ik is a positive integer =  0 or I m od2(/> -l),
(2) ik'^pik^i a < k < l ) ,
(3) P i i K ( P - I ) D n ( I ) ,
(4) //Hr I, 
where
D n ( I )  — n +  i i +  ••• + / / ,
We refer to Dn(I)  as the n-degree of /, and I=I ( I )  as the length of I.
We define the free commutative Zp-algehra U(P^n) on Q(p, n)  to be the Zp-  
algebra which is generated by all elements I^Q(p ,  n) subject to the relations 
IJ = (-1)I>.C/)D,C/)J/^ .
The monomial of U (p, n) is an element which is not zero and is of type :
J I  j e c n  /JCD . . .  l e c n   ^ / .  ^  ^2)
* The author is supported by the National Science Foundation through The Institute for Ad­
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1) This is different from the method due to Steenrod [10] which uses the Cartan’s computation 
for the homology of Eilenberg-MacLane complex.
2) For this to be not zero, it is necessary and sufficient that e( i )=0  or I whenever pDnOi) 
is odd.
The definition of w-degree is extended to any monomial O I f '^^ :
i = l
Dnid) = S  eii) DniId .
Define to be the submodule generated in the module Q{p,n) by all
monomials d such that Dn(.0)=q, Then
U(p. n) = S  U^(P. n)q
becomes a graded algebra.
R e m a r k . Let n) (resp. n)) denote the totality of elements
I^Q {p ,n )  such that />^(7) are even (resp. odd), and for any set X  denote by 
P(X) (resp. E{X))  the polynomial (resp. exterior) algebra on X  with coefficients 
in Zp, Then the algebra U{p, n) is isomorphic as graded algebra with the tensor 
product P{^o{p, n)) n)) if / > > 2  and with PiQip,n)') if p^2 .
We shall next define another gradation in U{_p,n), and make U{p,n) a 
bigraded algebra:
t/(A  ;/) S  C/KA .
This is done by assigning to each monimal d a positive integer Rp(J^) defined 
as follows:
Rp{d) = S  ,
C
where O=TJ is called the^-r<a:^^ of d, Now Ul^p, n) is the submodule
generated in the module U(^p,7i) by all monomials d such that Dn(G)^q and 
Rp (O) =^ r. We write
UrCP^  r) 2  m cp, n) .Q
It should be noticed that S  Ur(py n) is an ideal in U^ ip, n) for any integer m.r>m
For any complex K  the Steenrod reduced power is denoted by
Sq^ : H%K; Z,) Z,) ( p - 2 ) ,
(P^: H K K ; Z p ) Z p )  (p> 2)  ,
and the Bockstein homomorphism by
J I H K K ; Z p ) — ^ H ^ ^ K K ; Z p ) ,
With H. Cartan [ 2 ] we define for each sequence I=-^iu /2 , •••, ii) satisfying (I) 
a homomorphism
St^ : H ^ K ; Zp) — > (/t; Zp)
by
St^ =Sf^oSf^o  ... oS;‘V,
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where St^^Sq^ if p=^2, and if i--=-2s(ip—V)-\-e (e=0 or I) and />>2. If
/ (Z)--^ O, St^ denotes the identity.
Suppose that there are given a complex K  and a cohomology class yeH^( K;  
Z^). We may then have a homomorphism of algebra Ty : Uip^ n)— Zp) 
such that
( 5 )  Ty^nIf i ^)  n  (Sf
i=i i=i
because of the anti-commutativity of the cohomology algebra Zp). In
the right side of (5), the product and the power are of course taken in the sense 
of the cup product. Ty is a homomorphism of graded algebra.
Now the mod p cohomology structure of the m-fold symmetric product 0m (S”) 
of an ;z-sphers is given as follows:
M a in  T h e o r e m . Let u(m) \ Zp) ^ Z p  be a generator. Then the
homomorphism Tucm-yi U{p,n)----is onto, and its kernel is the
ideal S  Urip, n),
r > m
As a corollary we obtain the following which was proved in the previous 
paper [ 8 ] :
C orollary  I. Let q<^n and p^^mK^p^^^. Then a basis for the module 
; Zp) can be formed with all elements St^(u(m)), where I  satisfies 
I(J) ^ h ,  Dn(J")^n-\-q in addition to the conditions (I), (2) and (4).
If we regard as a subset of ©^(5"*) canonically, the sequence
O—  ^ ; Z J  ; Z J
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is exact, where im-i,m and are the injection homomorphisms. (See [3],
[7], [10].) Therefore the main theorem implies
C orollary  2. The cohomology algebra B.' (^f^rn(S' '^), ©m-i(5”) ; Z ^  is isomor­
phic with Um(p, n) regarded as an algebra by giving trivial multiplicative structure. 
If we notice that QBm~i(S^) ]Zp)=0 for q<in, we have furthermore
C orollary  3. I f  q<Cn then the homomorphism Tti^ m-) restricted to U^~^(p,n) 
is an isomorphism onto ;Zp).
§ 2 . Reduction of the main theorem
In what follows we shall omit to write up the coefficient group Zp, and use 
H"^(K), H^(K) in places of H^C^K; Zp), H^(K;Zp) respectively. Since we take 
only Zp as coefficient group, no confusion will occur.
Let K, L be complexes and / :  L ---->iTbe a map. Consider the homomorphism
induced by / . Then, as a direct consequence of the natu- 
rality of cup product and we have
( I )  with
for any
Proof of the first part of Main Theorem
Recall first the following well-known fac ts :
2.1. The infinite symmetric product ©ooCS"") of an ;^-sphere is the 
Eilenberg-MacLane complex (See [4], [5])
2.2. The homomorphism TuM iU ipyn)----> n)) is onto^^ where
n)) is the fundametal class. (See [2], [ 8 ])
2.3. The homomorphism : //*(^oo(S^))^---->^*(©^^(5^)) induced by the
natural inclusion ©oo(S^ ) is onto^\ (See [8 ])
Let Then we have TMCm^ = S,oo ° TmCoo) by virtue of (I) and
2.1. Therefore it follows from 2.2 and 2.3 that is onto. However ui^ni)
is a generator of (See [ 8 ]) This completes the proof.
Let P denote a ^-Sylow subgroup of the symmetric group of degree 
and ©m,/,(5'*) the orbit space over the ;;2~fold cartesian product S^xS^x ••• xS^ 
relative to p operating naturally on it. Let pm:^m,p(.S^y— be the 
natural projection, and put
( 2  ) Km) ^  ptWrn)) e ,
where ^ii^*(©m,^(S^)) is the homomorphism induced by pm*
Denote by Ar the set of all monomials UriP, n), Ar is a basis for the 
module Urip, n).
T h e o r e m  I .  Tv(m^i^)=0 i f  Ar and r^^m, The elements d^Am,
are linearly independent.
The second part of the main theorem will be obtained as a corollary of this 
theorem which will be proved in §7 after making many preliminaries. We show 
here that Theorem I implies the second part of the main theorem.
It follows from (I) and (2) that p^°Tucm^^TvM- However, as is shown in
[ 8 ], the homomorphism pZ is a monomorphism. Therefore if we assume Theorem
I we have
2.4. Tucm:)(. )^ if OeAr and r> m . The elements TuCm-)(.0), Am, are 
linearly independent.
On the other hand, the set of elements 6 ^ Ar, r^O , is a basis for the module 
U{p, n), so that it is sufficient for our purpose to show
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3) It is known [2] that T„Coo: is also a monomorphism, but we do not need this fact. Rather 
that is a consequence of our final result.
4) This is valid for any complex.
2.5. TuCm-)i^y-^0 if OeAr and r> m . The elements OeAr with
r ^ m ,  are linearly independent.
Thus it remains to prove that 2.4 implies 2.5. To do this, we assume induc­
tively that the elements ^ ^ A r ^ i th  T dSQ linearly independent, 
and prove that an equation
(3 )  S  aeTuCm,{d) Q {a^Zp)
yields ag=-0 for every 0,
Consider the homomorphism Then
TuCm^TuCm-I^ in view of (I). Therefore if we apply to (3) the homo­
morphism and use the first part of 2.4, we obtain
^dTuCm-i-){0) = O .I
By the hypothesis of induction this implies for every Ar ( r ^ m —I),
Consequently (3) becomes
S  OLqTu m (P) = 0 ,
SO that Uq must be O for also every Am according to the second part of 2.4. 
Thus we have ae^O for every O^Ar ( r ^ m ) ,  and the proof is complete.
To conclude this section, we remark that Theorem I is considered as a 
problem on the p-fo\& cyclic product. In fact, as is shown in [ 8 ], ^m,p(S^) is 
homomorphic with the product:
r=0
if the /?~adic expansion of is I] a(r)p'^, where the product and the power are 
of the cartesian product, and is the r-times iterated p-io\A cyclic product
of We shall use in full the results on the mod p cohomology of the j^ >-fold
cyclic product to prove Theorem I.
Cohomology of cyclic products
For convenience of the reader, we shall in this section recall from [6 ] the 
results on the mod p cohomology of the p-iold cyclic product Sp(K) of a complex. 
We assume that K  is a connected finite simplicial complex.
Let the homomorphisms <j>t: — >H ^Sp(K ),  b^(iT)) and Em^HKK)
----b^(iT)) (m ^ l)  denote the same as in [6 ], where is the
/ 7'fo ld  cartesian product of K  and b^(K) is the diagonal of Sp(K). These 
homomorphisms followed by the injection homomorptiism p : H"^(3p(K), hp(K)) 
---->IT^(3P(K)) will be denoted by
0*: ( K n — ^  (Sp(K))
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and
Qm: H \ K )  — ^  , (m >  I)
respectively. In the description of the cohomology in terms of the
cohomology and §m are fundamental, as the properties 3 .1-3.5 below
show. It is convenient for the present purpose to define 0m for ni'^Q by
=  - 0* ( j ^ x lx  -  X l )  y e H % K ) ,
where I is the unit cohomology class and x stands for the cross product. For 
the proof of 3.1-3.5, see §§ 11-12 of [6 ].
3.1. Let {zi} be a basis for the module Then is the 
module having as generators all elements of types: I, 0mi^d with 2 ^  
i p —X) dime/, 0 *(e/^x -'XZip) where i j ^ i k  for some j , k ;  and as relations the 
following: (^i(e/)-0 , ••• ••• xzipxzi^), where
I
— dime/, and d= J=I
3.2. = S  (/> = 2 ),
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Tc=O
(P  ^ =  i ’
. =O ^p-
(/^>2, m=2t+7^ with or I) ,
J  O _  I ) -  O J+  (I + ( -  l)-^)/2 0m+i ,
where m ^O and ( ) denotes the binomial coefficient. (See Appendix)
3.3. Sq^o^^(y^xy,) = <l>^oSq%y,xy,)+ ±  Sg^-Ky.y,)k=i
-  xy^~) =<i>^o(p%y^x ... Xj;^)
+ S  (-D ^^^^ 2K^-1) ° i p > 2 ) ,
J O
where y^  y i^  and denotes the cup product of y/s.
3.4. Let Xy y, Xi^  yi G and /, m ^ l .  Then the cup products v) 
and Qii^x^-f^^iyix ••• xjv^) are trivial.
3.5. Let ^/=-dimj/ and put d(i) = {qi+ ••• +g^)(gi+ ••• +g/-i).
Then we have
0^ '^ (a:iX ••• xxp)-4^'^{y^x x;;^)
S  (j>^ {{x^ x ... Xa:^)-(j;/X ••• x^/_i)) .I=I
3.6. (Theorem of Bott-Thom) Let then ^*(yx  ••• xy)
= fl^g-k°Sq'^<iy) if ^  = 2, and
k = 0
= a  S  ( - l ) ^ 0 c^-ix«-2fe)°(P*(j') with 04=«€Z^ if />>2.
0 g S < « / 2  P
3.7. (Theorem of Wu) Let y ^ H^(K) and i i i l ,  then 0cp-og+j(.y')
= ^q-hA-3 ° if P 2, and
^  with £ = 0  or I if p > 2 ,
where the sum is taken over all pairs {k, e) such that l) + e ^ (^ —1 )^.
§4. Auxiliary propositions on (Jf))
We prove in this section some propositions on which are needed
later. The proofs will depend only on 3.1-3. 7.
P r o p o s i t i o n  I. We may replace in 3.1 the generators hy all elements of type: 
I, 0rnizi) with dim x e .p  with dimensiony>0. Here we
assume i f  p=^2.
P r o o f . Immediate from 3.1 and 3.6 .
Given a submodule G of WXK),  denote by the submodule generated
in the module by all elements for which y^G  and
L e m m a  I .  Assume that every element of a submodule G d H ^ iK )  is of positive 
dimension, and let {xi} be a basis for G. Then a basis for the module 0(G'j can be 
formed with all elements for which Q ^ m ^ ( p —1) dim and m-^1.
P r o o f . For any element y ^W '^K )  and any / ^ 0 ,  can be represented
as a linear combination of elements with t^ ^pe where z ^ (K), O ^ m ^
(i^ ?—I) dim  ^ and m4=l. This is easily seen from the fact 0i-=O and 3.7 by 
induction on 1) dim 3;. Therefore the elements described in Lemma I
generate It is obvious from 3.1 that these are linearly independent.
P r o p o s i t i o n  2. I f  S  ^ (0 ^ 2  then
I=I t=i
for any and any //, where the product and the power are of the cup
product.
P r o o f . Let <^ \G') denote the submodule obtained if in the definition of 
0(G) the condition is replaced by m >0. Then we have
St^o§^{y')-§^oStKy')d^'QI'^(.K')) .
In fact, this is obvious by 3.2 if the length /( /)  = 1 . Since 3.2 implies also that 
0"(jFf*(iT)) is closed under the operations St\ the above assertion for general I  
is easily proved by induction on /( /) . Therefore for each i we have
On the other hand
Sth(^y))-Wk = 0, Wi-Wk O 
by 3.4. Thus we obtain the proposition.
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Given integers e, r> 0 , we denote by the set of all sequences E=  (^(1 ), 
•••, ^(r)) of non-negative integers whose sum is e, The set of all elements 
£^=(^(1 ), •••, ^(r)) € 7T^ (e) for which ^(1 )=  ••• =^(r) do not hold, will be denoted 
by 7To(^ ). Any two elements E, E'^ Til(^ e) are defined to be equivalent if and 
only if the one is obtained from the other by a cyclic permutation of terms. 
We shall denote by 7t5 (^) an arbitrary but fixed system of representatives in 
for the set of the equivalence classes. Consequently ^o(^) CZttoC^ ) ciTr^C^).
Given a sequence E = (^(l), •••, e{r)) of integers ( r ^ 2 ), we shall denote 
the polynomial coefficient by P(E)=PC^(I), •••, e{r)) (see Appendix for the de­
finition).
P roposition  3. Let {K') then the following formula holds for any e '^1
^f Pq is even, and for   ^= I i f  pq is odd:
i-^oC y^r  = S P(E)0 ^(/^^^x -
+PCe/p-% elp, -  , e/pW^f^^y<  -  x / /^ )  ,
where E= (^(1 ), •••, eip')') runs over no(e), and it is understood that the last term is 
O i f  e is not a multiple of p,
P roof. Since the assertion for odd pq is trivial, w e  assume pq is even, i.e. 
q is even if j5?>2 and is any if p=^2. By 3.5 and the ‘polynomial theorem’ we 
have
(-(^o(3^))"= (0 ^(^x lx  Xl))"
= (6^ ( ( j x lx  ••• x l ) ( ^ x lx  - 1 + ••• + I x l x  ••• x j)" -i)
= 0 * ((;;x lx  -  x l) (S P ( /)y ^ '^ x  -  xy^^^)
= 2 P ( / ) 0 *(y^'^^'x -  x/^^^)
where /= (/(1 ), ---,/(i^)) runs over ;r^(^-l). Since P (/)= P (/(1 ), • ■,/(^ ))= 0  if 
some / ( ^ X  O (cf. Appendix), the above expression is equal to
S P ( K l ) - I ,  K2), -  ,K ^))^* (j^W x 3;K2)x ... xy^^^)
K
+Pie/p-1, elp, -  , ^ /^)0*(j;"/^x//^x ••• x / /^ )
where iT=(^(l), •••, kip')') runs over 7t?(^). However, by the relation in 3,1 and 
Lemma I in Appendix, the sum S  is equal to
K
SSPC eC l) , - , e ( 0 - l ,  -  ,e(i!.))«5*(/c«x ...
E  J =  I
= S P ( E ) 0 *(/^ '^x  ••• x/^^^)
E
where E= (^(1 ), , e{p)) runs over Ko(e), This completes the proof.
P ro position  4. Let yi^H^i^K), and assume that ^ (f) = l  i f  pqi is odd. Then 
for c ^ 2  we have
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J=I f=l ,-=1
where the sum is taken over all sequences such that E i=(^(l, I), •••,
e(l,/>)) €S?(e(l)) and Er-={,e(J, I), •••, e{i,p')') for i=-2, — , c.
P roof. Let x,, x^H *{K ),  and assume that p{i\mx') is even. Then 3.5 
implies
■■■ xxp)-4'*(xx xx)
-= ^*i(.XiX ■■■ xxp)-pixx  ••• xx))
=  0 .
In view of this fact, it follows from Proposition 3 that
n  i^oiydY^'^
= TI ((-1)"^^’^  •••
i=l
= ± 'E (^n P (E i)X n ^% yfi^^^X  -  i=i «=i
where the sum is taken over all sequences (Ei, •" ,Be) such that
for / = I, • • •, c. Now the proposition follows from 3.5 and the definitions of
ttK^CO and nli^eii)).
§5. The submodule
For any integer r > l ,  write
TT^-U TT^CO .»•^ 0
Denote by e  ^ a fixed generator of Given M= (mi, •••, Mr) € 7t% we shall
define an element [M ] = [mi, •••, by
[ M ]  =  ° ° ° ^my(.e^'),
where  ^iI* (3 ^ (3 r '(5 " )))-F * (S r '- '^ (S "))  is the homo­
morphism defined in §3. The dimension of [M ] is D^(M) =w+mi+ •••
The following lemma is a direct consequence of 3.1.
L e m m a  2. iJ^(3j(S”))= 0  for  0< ^< w , and is a cyclic group of
order p generated by [0r] = [0, 0, •••, O].
Define to be the submodule generated in the module/f* (3^(5”))
by all elements [M ] for which The purpose of this section is to study
the structure of the module
Let BI denote a set consisting of all elements [nii, • • •, m^] € such
that
p m k ^ X p —l){n+mk-\~'"+nir) and n i k ^ l  1 , 2 , •••, r) .
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Then we have
P roposition  5. Set BI is a basis for the module ,
P roof. U singthe notation in § 4 , Fo*(S5 (S")) Therefore
the proposition follows from Lemma I by induction on r.
Order the set tt"' by the lexicographic order from the left, i.e. for any two 
elements ••• , mr), • •, fir) write M<CN if and only if
•••, mk-i^fik-i and mk<ink for some k.
L e m m a  3. Let N^n'' and let
[iV j=  aM^Zp,
M
Then <3:mH= 0  implies M ^ N .
P roof. Since the lemma is trivial if we proceed by induction on r.
Let N=- (^i, •••, nr) and put N '^{n 2 , •••, nr). Then
[iV ]^ S  hLlL] , hL^Zp,  CL]€ .
L ^
Applying to this equation, we have [A/^]= S  CL]. Let 
CL] -  S  C l ,m W  , CL,M 6  , CM] € B I .
Then we obtain S  <3tmCM]= S  S hence au=^ YlbLCL^M• ThereforeM L ly-L ’ i  ’
if «m4=0 then there is an element L such that bL^O  and cl.m ^O .  Take such 
an L and put L --(/2 , •••, Ir)- 
Case I :  n i ^ { p  — l)Dn{L).
Since §nJ.L']=-{n, h , , IA ^B , cl^m^O implies M ^{n, h ,  , h)- Since 
we have L ^ N '  by the hypothesis of induction. Therefore M ^ ( n i , l 2 , , I r ) ^  
(^1 , ^2 , •••, ni)=N.
Case 2: 1 ) L^ (^L) .
Since Dn(N)--^DnWy Dn(N)=Dn(L) and D n ( N ) n, +Dn(N), we have Dn(M)--- 
ni+Dn(L). On the other hand p m i^ (p - l )D n (M )  because of IM ^e  Bq. There­
fore we obtain pm i^(p-l)(n i-hD n(L))  (p-l)ni+(p-l)Dn(L)<Cpniy  hence 
mi<Cni. This shows M<CN, and completes the proof.
The following formulas can be obtained from 3.2 by induction on r, The 
calculations are straightforward, and are left to the reader.
5. L Sq^lmiy ••• ,
= S  -  h r ^ k « l  + 5l. -  . mr + Sr-} (i> = 2) ,
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S
(P^lnti, ••• , ntr]
= ... -  ,m r+ 2srip-l): \
S i
( P > 2 ) ,
J [ m i ,  ••• ,
=  S  ( ( - l ) ’”C‘- ' ^ + ( - l ) “« ')/2[w i, -  , nii+1, -  , mr'\,
1 = 1
w h ere  S =  C i^, •••,  5^) ru n s over  th e  se t mi^2tr\-y}i w ith  or I, and
••• + fH i ,
A direct consequence i s :
5.2. for M ^ n \
A sequence /=  O’l, •••, 2/) satisfying the conditions (I) and (2) in §1 is 
called to be admissible.
P ro po sitio n  6. Let I  be an admissible sequence such that l{_I^y^r, Then we 
have s /^[0 r] = 0 .
P roof. Let / - - ( / i ,  •••, id  and  put d^ii-\-------h/ / .
Case I :  d<^n .
The proposition is Theorem 3 of [8 ].
Case 2: d > n .
Take an integer n' such that d<^n\ For any define [M ]'€  (SICS'*'))
as the analogy of the element [M ] € //^(SiKS"")), and Bq the analogy of BI, 
Then all the elements • • • , such that mi-\-— Vnir^d and m i ^ l
for each i are contained in B^ because m^ -\- — Vmr<^n' implies pmi<^^p—V){n'-\- 
mi+ +mr) for each i, Therefore there is a homomorphism at'
— > F r ^ ( 3 .XS^)) such that
4> (C M J) = [M ] for
It follows from 5. 1  that
However by the fact in Case I we have S/^[0^]'=0. These prove St^[0r]^0 and 
we complete the proof.
Since it is easily seen that pik<C(p-l)(.n+ik-^----- hzV) is equivalent with
iik—pik-hD- -^-----\~Cir-i—pir') + ir<,{p-l)ny  the definition of S2(ip,n') implies
5.3. If (iiy , i r ) ^ ^ { p ,n ) ,  then pik<ii.p—l^ i.n+ik"'+ir) for any k; 
hence IeB ^ ,
L e m m a  4. Let I  be an admissible sequence with / ( / )= r ,  and 
= S  , am^ Z p ,  {M^^Bq ,
M ^
(^ See 5.2) Then aM=\^0 implies M ^ I ; i f  I^Q{p,n) then ai^O, (See 5.3)
P roof. We retain the usage of the notations in the proof of the above 
proposition.
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Case I :  d<Cn,
The lemma is Proposition 8 of [8].
Case 2: d ^ n ,
Take an integer n' such that d<in\ and let
S f iO r l -  S b^ L N J, I N J  e BiT.
Applying to this equation, we obtain
S n O rl -  S
so that
2  «m[M ] -  2  .
M
Let
[A^] -= 2  cn,mIM^ , Cn,M  ^Z p , [M ] G Bo .
Then ^M= 2  Therefore if 4=0, there is an [A '^] € such that Z>iv =# O
and Civ,M4=0. Take such an N, then Z^ atH=O implies N ^ I  in view of the result 
in Case I, and cn,m^O  implies M K N  in view of Lemma 3. This proves M ^ I  
Assume /€  n), Then [ /J  € BI by 5.3, and dr-- 2  bn cn /. Therefore thejsr '
above arguments show that ai-=bi. However bi^O  by the fact in Case I, so 
that ai^O , Thus the proof has been finished.
Denote by (resp. Biz) the set of all , nir) ^B l such that
pm ^<{p~l)D n(M ) (vesp. P m i--(P -I)D n (M )),
L e m m a  5. Let M = (mi, •••, mr) ^Bq2 and put M  ^  (m2, • • • , mr), Then M'  ^Bl~^
and
-  x [M '] ) -2 ^ iv [ iV ] ,
JsT
where 0=^0 € Zp, a^^Zp, [A^]€Boi and N<CM.
P r o o f . It is clear that M '€ Piit s'=^dim = (MO. T hen itfo lIow s 
from 3.6 that
0*([M']x -  x [M '])
-  + S  0,-k ° S g W l  (^ = 2),
= <^cp-i)lMq+ 2  (-l)*®c^-ix,,-2»°(PW])
with 0=4=o;€Z  ^ (^>>2) .
Since ip~l')q-={p-l)D„(_M')=mi, this implies
[M]=^4*([Maxm )  -  S  ° W ]  iP = 2)
= «-'5i*([M ']x -  x [ M '] ) -  S  (-1)^!5 c^ -oc<,-2»°(PTM j
(^ > 2 )  .
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In view of 5.2, Sq\M'~\ and (P*[M"] are in so that they may be
written as S  bh,L[_L'} for which bk,L € Zp and [L] € Put
for l < k < q  i P ^ Z ) ,
= d>Cp^ iXt~2k£L] for l < k < q / 2  i p > 2 )  .
Then we have
[M] -  ( I ']XIM'J) -  S S b , , i p ^ 2)
= S 12 i - l ) > ‘b,,LLNk,L'] i P > 2 ) .I k^<ql2 L
Since it is easily seen that [A^^,l]€5oi and Nk,L<CMy this completes the proofs 
Denote by the set of all elements ••• x[M ']) for which M'^ Bl~\
and put BI ^BqiXJBIj,, Since Bl-^BhiJBlz is a basis for the module 
by Proposition 5, Lemma 5 yields
P r o p o s it io n  7. Set BI is a basis for the module (S^CS'*)).
From with Lemmas 4 and 5 we get easily
P r o p o s it io n  8. Let I be an admissible sequence with l ( I ) =r ,  and represent 
St \^_Or} in terms o f the basis B I :
St^lOr'] = S^^ivCiV]+ x [M a) bN, bu'^Zp,
M  Mf
Then Z?tv4=0 implies and i f  I^Q(p ,n)  we have &/4=0. (Note that [/]65S i
by 5.3 if /€ i^ (A  ^)).
R e m a r k . If we regard an admissible sequence ( / i ,  • • • , / / )  with / ^ r  as 
an element (/i, •••, ii, 0, ••• , 0) then the assumption l {I) =  r may be weaken 
in Lemma 4, and hence in Proposition 8, to I ( I ) ^ r .  (See Proposition 8 of [8].)
§6. Poof of Theorem I for m=p''
As is stated at the end of §2 the space is homeomorphic with
3^(5"^), and we know by Lemma 2 that is generated by [0^]. There­
fore we may regard v(p'') in the proof of Theorem I.
To simplify the notation, we shall write Tr for Tto^^: U{p, n) — > ,
T h e o r e m  2 (the first part of Theorem I for m=p^). I f  d is a monomial of 
U{p,n) such that Rp(d)y>p^, then T^(^)=0.
P r o o f . We d o  t h is  b y  in d u c tio n  o n  r. Let ZT
«■=1
Case 1: 2  eii) I .
Z =  I
In this case d = I^Q(p ,n)  and / ( / ) > r .  Therefore Tr(O) =St^\Or' \ f o l l o w s  
from Proposition 6.
Case 2: S  ^ ( 0 ^ 2 .
It follows from Proposition 2 that
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Tr(O) =  T r d  I f  ^ )^ -  A  ( S f
t = i
=  ZT (Sfio0lOr-J)^^^^ -  I I  ((^o-SfilOr-i'])^^^^ . 
t = i  «= i
By Propositions 3 and 4, this can be expressed as a linear combination of elements 
with type:
( I ) n  (S filOr-iT^ ’^^ X -  X I I  (SfilOr-i'])^^^’^^ )
2 =  1
=  ••• X •,/>)))
^ = I  / = 1
P
where ^  e (i,k )=e (i) for / = It follows that each element ( I )  has ko
k= ^i
such that
±e(i,k,)p^^h^>p^-\
C
In fact otherwise we should have Rp(O)--= S  e(i)p^^^O^p"" which contradicts with 
our assumption. Hence the hypothesis of induction implies
Tr-i( I I  If^’ o^)) ^  O
SO that each element ( I )  is zero. Thus we have Tr(O)=O, and complete the proof. 
Lemma 6. Assume that Yl e(i)p^^ i^^=p  ^ and I ]  ^ (0^2 . Then we haveI=V t=l
( 2 ) T r ( t l f ^ ^ )
--= X (ZpVP)X X (Zf^VP)) i f  C-=I,
=  ^ ( ± I l P ( E i ) ) ^ K T r - i ( I I I f ^ > ^ ^ ) X  ... X T r - i ( I I  If^^^^))
J - I  J = I  J =  I
i f  c~^2,
where O^oL^Zp, and the sum runs through all sequences (E i , ' " ,E c )  such that 
Ei = (e(l, I), •••, e ( l , p ) ) ^ A (e ( l ) ) ,  E i=  (e(i, I), •••, e ( i ,p ) )  ^nKe(I) ) (2 ^ i  ^ p )  
and ile(i,k)p^^i^=p^-^ d ^ k ^ p ) ,
J = I
P r o o f . Case: c = l
Put I-=Ii and e = e(l). Since ^^2 we have
T r (F )  =  (0,oStIlOr^{\y
in view of Proposition 2. Therefore it follows from Proposition 3 and Theorem 
2 that
(-l)^T .(Z^ ) -  ^P (E )( j>K Tr-i (r^ )x  -  X T r - i (P P ) )
+ P(e/p-h e!p, ..•, e/p)ct>KTr-i(P^^)x ... x T r - i ( m )  
where the sum runs through all elements E= (ei, •" ,ep) ^nl(e) such that
ekp^^^^<p -^  ^ for k = l r - , p .
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However Y] so that each ekp^ ^^  ^ must be p"'~^ . Therefore
This shows that S-^O. On the other hand, since if we put
^  E
g = r - / ( / ) - l ,  then q > 0  and
P ( e / p ~ l ,  elp, -  , e/p) -  P i p ^ ~ X p \  - - ,P^)  .
Therefore by virtue of Lemma 2 in Appendix P(e/P — 1, e/p, mod^
Thus we obtain the desired result.
Case 2: c ^  2.
The proof is similar as above if Proposition 4 is used instead of Proposition 3 
and is left to the reader.
T h e o r e m  3 (the second part of Theorem I for w-X)* The elements TriP), 
6 ^Apr , are linearly independent.
P r o o f . Since the theorem for r = 0  is trivial, we proceed by induction on r. 
Let {/i, ••• ,/o-} be the totality of elements of ^{p ,  n) having length r. We 
assume /i<C •” </<r- Regarding Js as an element of Apr,  we write
Ql =  A p r - { J . } -
Since Qa = A p r , Theorem 3 is established by proving the following 6.1 and 6.2.
6.1. The elements Tr(O), d^ Ql ,  are linearly independent.
6.2. If the elements Tr(O), are linearly independent, then so are 
Tr(O), O ^Ql .
( P r o o f  of 6.1.) Let O ^  I I I f  ^Ql.  Then e(i)p^^^O=-p  ^ and i l e ( i ) ^ 2 ,
J = I  J = I  J = I
so that Tr(O) is equal to (2) in Lemma 6. Therefore if we denote by H¥C^p(S^)) 
the submodule generated in the module i7*(3J(5^)) by all elements of type:
(3.) ^KT r- , (0 [ )X  - X T r - M ) ) ,  O ie A p r - i ,
then it follows that
( 4 )  Tr(O) e m ^ ( 3 ; ( s n )  if Oe Qi .
Let Bi be a basis for //^(SKS'')) whose elements are of type (3). We shall now 
prove that (2) gives the representation of Tr(O) in terms of the basis B\.
Since the elements Tr~i(0'), 0 'eApr- \ ,  are linearly independent by the 
hypothesis of induction, it follows from Proposition 1^  ^ that for every sequence 
(^1, y Op) of elements of Apr-i  there is determined uniquely e ^ l  or —I such 
that e^^(Tr-i(0(i)x ••• x Tr-i(0'q-i)) e B^. Therefore the above assertion follows 
from that i i  ( E „ E , ) ^ ( E { , , E') then T._i( A lf^^ ^^ )^ x • • • x T._i( I I lf^^ P^^ ))
C
^^e(j)^'(Tr-i(II /f*>^^)x • • X T r - i ( n  / f ' ’^ ^)). This is proved as follows: Assume
J = I  J = I
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5 ) Here the assumption that rC>l if p —2 is needed.
otherwise, then according to 3.1 we have T r- iiH  = for
i=l i=l
some q (0^g<Cp) and any k where e(i,k+q) means e(iy k+q—p) if
k+q'yp. By the hypothesis of induction, this shows that e'(i, k)---=e(i, k-\-q^ for 
and I ^ p ,  Therefore Ei and Ei are equivalent. However Ei, E i^  
^o(^(l)), so that Ei==Ei, Consequently we have ^ = O, hence (Ei, •••, 
iEi, •••, Ec) which contradicts with the assumption.
In view of Lemma 4 in Appendix it follows that in the representation (2) 
of Tr(^) there is at least one element of BI having non-zero coefficient. Further­
more it is readily seen that if ^ ^ then the elements of BI arising with non-zero 
coefficients in the representations (2) of TrQO) and Tr(O) are entirely different. 
These show that Tr(O), O ^ Ql, are linearly independent.
(Proof of 6.2.) We shall first make some preliminaries. Denote by 
H^(3p~~KS'')) the subalgebra generated in the algebra H^^(3p~KS^)) by the unit 
cohomology class I and all elements of Bq~^ , and take a basis Bq~^  for the module 
Hoi3p~KS'^)) such that Bq~^ZDBo~^ . Then it follows from Propositions that the 
product of elements of HS"(3p~KS^)) is in H§"(SlrKS"")), Since Tr-i(I) 
Sf[_Or-i']^H§'(Sp~'^(S^)) by 5.2, we have that
( 5 )  T r - i ( 0 o e m ( 3 r \ s - ) )
for any monomial O' 6 U(p, n), We shall next define Hi'i‘S>p(S^ )) (resp. (.SpCS' )^)) 
as the submodule generated in the module H^(3p(S^)) by all elements of the 
following type (6) (resp. (7)).
(6 )  ^m(^) for which z^Bl~^ and 2 ^ m < ( .^ - l )  d im e,
( 7 )  6^*(s'iX ••• xzp)  for which Zi^Bl~^ and dim (^iX ••• X0 ^ )> O .
Using (5), compare (3) and (7). Then it follows that Hi ('31(^3^)) Z D ( '^SpiS'^))  ^
Therefore (4) implies
( 8 ) Tr(O) e m ( 3 ^p(s^)), OeQi.
According to Proposition I and the fact Bq~^c iBI~' ,^ a basis BI for the module 
m ( 3 i ( S ^ ) ) - m ( 3 l ( S ^ ) )  + m (3 l(S ^ ))  can be taken as follows:
( 9 )  BlCZBV^ 
and
(10) BI Cl BI,
where BI is the set of all elements of type (6). Since p e ^ ( p , n ) ,  the following
(11) is obvious from the definitions.
(11) U i]^  B l d H m K S - ) ) , ( 1 ^ / ^ ^ )  .
Since Bl~^czBl~^, Proposition 7 implies H$(3i(S'^))c:Hi(3p(S*^)). Therefore we 
have
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(12) TrUd ^ .
We shall now proceed to the proof of 6.2, and show that an equation
(13) Ts CieTrid)^ ± & iT rU d  ==0 (^0,0,-eZ., ^€0S)0 i^i ^
implies <^0 = 0  for every d and 13/-= O for every i,
In view of (8 ) and (12) we have
(14) S  CCeTr(O) 6  H m i m )  e  ,e
2 ^ /T .( / ,)6 F 4 * (a O T ) .i=i
Therefore we shall let Ri (resp. R2) to be the representation of S  (^)
(resp. ^  ^ iTr iJd )  in terms of the basis BI. According to (10) and (11), [ / 5]
is an element oi BI, We shall calculate the coefficients of [/^ ] in and i?2 . 
It follows from ( 1 1 ) and (14) immediately that the coefficient of [ / 5] in Ri is 0. 
Proposition 8  shows that Tr\_Ji] is a linear combination of elements of B I :
TrU i\ = S  b iim -r  x[M']) ,
^Ny ^ Here O if iV>/^ and Owing to (9) the above expres­
sion may be regarded as the representation in terms of the basis BI. Therefore 
it follows that the coefficient of [ / 5] in R2 is Thus the representation
of the left side of (13) in terms of the basis BI has &sbj  ^ as the coefficient 
of LJsly so that we have Since ^/^+0 this implies Now (12)
becomes
2 ^ o T .(^ )+ S i5 ,T .( / ,)
6
Since the left side of this equation belongs to QJ-i, we have aQ=^ 0 for every 
d£Qo and Pi = O for every l ^ i ^ s —1 by the hypothesis of induction. This 
completes the proof of 6.2, hence that of Theorem 3.
§7. Proof of Theorem I
K
If T  air) i s  the p-adic expansion of m, we may identify ©^,^(S'') with 
the product
S^x ••• xS^x3^(S^)x -  Xgi(S^)X ••• xSX SV x -  xSXSV 
a(0 ) a (l) aQi)
especially ©^ ^^^ (S"*) with S (^S"*). (See the final part of §2) Foreachpair (r ,i)
of integers such that and define maps : ©^^,^(S^)---->
0^(5"") and ©m(5"*)— to be the injection and the projection 
respectively to the (<2o+-** + ^ 7r- i+ i)-th  factor. Then it is obvious that
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the identy if (r, = and otherwise, and that the commutativity holds 
in the diagram:
Ppr . Pm
Furthermore it follows from Lemma 2 and Kiinneth formula that the module 
is generated by all elements that the element v{m)
h a^~)
can be expressed as a linear combination S  U Now we have
r ^ Q  j = l
= Pp^  ^  ip ,^rn(uim)')
P%r{u{p )^) ,
and
/=O k==l
Consequently p%Ku{p"')')--=a^ \Or~]  ^ This shows a^j^O mod p, because p%r is a 
monomorphism. Thus we have proved that
h a^r')
v{m)=^^  S  with 0=4=«J6Z^ for every pair (?-,/).
C
Proof of Theorem I. Let be a monomial of JJ^p,fi). Then it
follows from the above fact by a straightforward calculation that
( I )  T.Cm)W -
=  2  Q iE ,,  -  , Ba) -  X
X ... X T k i n  ,
where Q(Ei, •••, •••, Ec) H P^Ed with O ^a^Ei,  •••, Ec) € Z^, and the
sum runs through all sequences (E*!, •••, Ec) such that Ei=ie(_i, I), •••, e(i,a)) € 
TC^ ie(i)) for I (« = ^ (0 )+ — ha(h)). Owing to Theorem 2 we may assume
in (I) that
t-=i
for a (0 )+ •••+e?(r—I X y ^ ^ ( O ) + — Va( r^) and Therefore in order to
Tvim')(fl)^0 we must have
Rp{9) S  ei^Dp^^^-  ^ = 2  2  j)p^^iP
t=i y=i
^  2  a( r^)p"' = m .r=Q
This proves the first part of Theorem I.
It follows from Theorem 3 and Kiinneth formula that a basis for the module
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can be formed with a set Cm containing all elements of type:
T o ( ^ O i ) X  • • •  X  T o ( O) )  X  T i ( ^ ^ ( 0 ) - l - i )  ■”  ^  a CO^+ a Cl')')
X  • • •  X  T h ( ^ a C O ) +  - - ^ + a C h - O + i )  X  X  T h ( ^ a C O )  + - - - + a C h ) )
where Oj^ Apr if ao -^-----\-ar-i<^j ^ aQ-\-----Vur, (0 ^ r< /? ) .  Let  ^ be a monomial
with Rp(Jf)^m, and consider again (I). Then the above arguments show that 
we may assume
for <a^(0)+•••+<2 ( r —l ) < y ^ « ( 0 ) + •••+<7(r) and O ^ r ^ h .  Therefore (I) is re­
garded as the representation of TvQm^ i )^ in terms of the basis Cm- According 
to Lemma 5 in Appendix, it follows that in the representation (I) there is at 
least one element of the basis Cm having non-zero coefficient. Furthermore it is 
easily seen that if d, d^Am  are different, then the elements of Cm arising with 
non-zero coefficients in the representations (I) of Tvcm^ (P) and Tvcm^ (P) are 
entirely different. These show that the elements ^ ^ Bm, are linearly
independent, and complete the proof of the second part of Theorem I.
Appendix
We give in this appendix proofs of the arithmetical lemmas used in §§4, 6 
and 7.
For any integers i and j  we define the binomial coefficient by
i f
= I if y 0, and =O if i  <  O .
For every sequence £^=(^(1), •••, ^(r)) of integers ( r ^ 2 ) ,  we define the polynomial 
coefficient P(E) =^P(^(1), •••, ^(r)) inductively by
( I )  Pie(X), -  , e(r) = (^J^)p(e(2), -  , e(^))
where e= S  e(/) and we agree P (e(2))= l. It follows that P(e(l), , e(r))
r  *
e\/ n  e{i) \ if ^ ( 0 ^ 0  for every 2, and =O otherwise. Since
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' \ j - v
induction on r proves easily
L em m a L  P (^ (1 ) , -  , ^ ( r ) ) =  S  Pie(X), -  , ^ ( 0 - 1 ,  -  , ^ W ) .«•=0
As is well-knon [I], the following formula is very useful if we deal with the 
biomial coefficient mod p.
( 2 )  mod^
\ C )  i = i  \ C i )
where b = Ylbip^ and S  Cip^  are the i?-adic expansion of integers h and
i = l  2-1
L e m m a  2. I f  e(X)--=^p^-l and ^ ( 2 ) =  ••• ( ^ ^ 0 ) ,  then P ( ^ C l ) , - - - ,
e i p y ^ O  m odp,
P r o o f . From (I) it follows that 
However (2) implies
ip-v\ (p- iy
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S  I and
=  —« I) .
Therefore p \  =  0.
L e m m a . 3. For non-negative integers a, h, e(« )  and h(,i) let
( 3 )  S  = / > * « .»• = 1
Assume that ^:>0 i f  a mod j), and that c '^a /p  i f  a ^ O mod p, Then we can 
find integers e'd) such that
( 4 ) iZe'{i)P^^^^ -  P^  
and
( 5 )
P r o o f . Without loss of generality we may assume ^(O > 0 for every i, Let 
first h=0. It follows then that there is io such that hiio) =O and e(io)^0. Because
otherwise and e(i)p^^^^'^p for every /, so that we should have/=1
a ^Q  and a~^pc which contradicts our assumption. Take such an io, and put 
(Z )^l if and =O otherwise. Then obviously (4) and (5) hold, and we 
have the lemma.
To establish the general case we proceed by induction on h, It does not 
lose the generality to assume in (3) the following:
Hii) =O if I ^ i  ^ b , and if b <^i ^ c ,
ed) = pq(i)-{-r{i') with 0<ir(i')<Cp if I ^ i  ^ a ,
= pq(i) if a < C i^b ,
where l ^ a ^ b ^ c .  Since 2  rii) is a multiple of p, it follows that there are
integers /(O ^O  such that
/> ( 2  ^(O) = S  ^(O , t ( i ) ^ r i i ' )  for I ^ i  ^ a .
? = i  «- i
Dividing (3) by p  we obtain
U t ( i ) p +  S  q(i)P+ 2  — p^~^a .
Z==I i =  h-\\
Applying to this the hypothesis of induction, we can find qXi) and eXi) 
such that
( 6 )
and
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2  f i i ^ p +  2  q V ) P +  2  e'(i)p^^ ^ -^  ^ -  p -^^
i = l  Z =  I Z =
( 7 ) i i{ W i t ) ^ O , ni-&+l
e(i)
\e ii) $ 0 ,
The last implies t ' i i ) ^ t H )  for l ^ i ^ a ,  hence
Pi  S t ' i i)) < P i  S t i i ))  -  E r i i )  . 
i = l  1 =  1 i =  l
Therefore it follows that there are pXO such that
P(. 2  --- 2  rXO 9 r'(i) ^ r ( J )  for l ^ i ^ a  ,
i = l  Z =  I
Since 0 < i r i i )  <Cp, we have that
( 8 ) for l < i < a .
Multiplying (6) by p  we have
Putting
we obtain
and
2  r'{i)p-V  2  q'C iW +  S  e'(J)p^^^'^ =  p^ .J = I 2 = 1 Z=& + 1
e'd)  PqXi)+ TXi) if l ^ i ^ a ,  
= PqXi) if a<ii^h,
l ] e X i ) P +  S  eXi)P^ ^^ '^^  -  P \  i=i /-&+1
\ == (q(i) \ (r(i') 
eXi) \ q X i ) ] \ r { i )
{q(i)
if l ^ i ^ a ,  
if a < i i ^ h .
(see (2)) This, together with (7) and (8), proves (5). Now the inductive step 
is complete, and we end the proof.
L e m m a  4. Let non-negative integers h, h{i) and e(_i) satisfy an equation
( 9 )
Z =  I
Then i f  c'^^2 there exists a sequence {Ei, E2 ? • * *, Ec) such that 
2  e(i, k)p^ ^^ '^  = p^ ~^  for  I ^ p  ,
Z =  I
I I P ( E i ) ^ O  m o d p
Z=I
where Ef-=^{e(i,l), •••, eii^p)) GttoC^O*)) fo r
P ro o f .  Since cy>p/p-=l, the above Lemma 4 implies the existence of integers 
e(J, I )  such that
(10). a . f t i ) ? * " ' - . ? * - .  s o .
Subtracting (10)i from (9), we have 
( 9 )i I !  (e (0 -e (/ , .
J=I
Since p —l^ O  and ^(O — 1)^0, the application of Lemma 3 to (9)i implies 
the existence of integers e(i, 2) such that
(10)2 = p’'-^ , ^  O.
Substract (10)i from (9)i, and apply Lemma 4 to the result. Continuing this 
process we can find integers e(S,k) such that
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(10) Yle{i,h)p^^^  ^= p^-\
Z==I
i I
i=l
e ( J ) —e{i,\ )— ••• —e { i ,k —V)\ 
e{i, U) $ 0  for l ^ k ^ p .
In particular ^(/,^ ) =^(/)-^(/, I ) — ••• —^(/,^ - 1). Now the desired lemma is 
readily obtained if we take into consideration the following facts whose proofs 
are easy:
Pieii,  I) ,  -  , e(i, P))  -  i  ^ - 1 ) J
P(e(l), -  , e(p)) = (^/)p(e(2), -  , e(/>))
if ^(1) =  ••• — e ip )  -■= e .
Lem m a 5. Let m, e{i), h(J) he non-negative integers satisfying an equation
(11) 2  e(J)p^ ^^ '^  = m,
Z =  I
h
and m = Yl a ir )P  ^ he the p-adic expansion o f m, Put a ^ Y  a^r) and assume a^ 2 ,
r=o =^O
Then there exists a sequence {Bi, Ez, , Ec) satisfying
S  ed , =  P^
Z =  I
fo r  a iQ )+ — \-a{_r~V)<ij^ a (S ) )+ — Va^r) and O ^ r ^ h ,  and
n  P(E i) H= O mod P ,
Z =  I
where Ei-^(e{i, I ),  ••• , (^/, <5:)) €7t^(^(0) fo r  I ^ i ^ c .
P roof . We do this by induction on a. Let « (0 ) =  ••• =  « (^ —I )  O and
«(^)H=0. Then m/p^-=Ca^q)p^ -\----- Va(Ji)p^~ '^) so that Lemma 3 applied to
(11) implies the existence of integers e{i, I )  such that
(12) . § . ( U ) > “ > ^ f ,
Subtracting (12) from (11) we obtain
I] —e --= (a(q)~l)p^-\- S  a(q + i)p^^^,
2 =  1 J =  I
h-zJi
Since (a(q) — X)^ Yl a(q- \ - i )^a—ly we can find by the hypothesis of induction a
2 =  1
sequence (E^, - - , E q) such that 
(13) i2e(iyj)p^^^^
2 = 1
-P^ if 2 ^ j < a ( q ) y
=  p'' if a ( q ) + + a ( r —l)  ^ a ( q ) - \ - + a(r) and q < C r ^ h ,
and
HP(Ei)^Oy
2 = 1
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where E ' i = - ( e ( i y 2 ) y y e ( i y  a ) )  ^ ( e ( i )  — e ( i , l ) )  for l ^ i ^ c .  Put E i = ^ ( e ( i y l ) y  
- , e ( i , a ) ) ,  then = by (2). Thus (12) and (13)
prove the lemma.
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